
SiMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
MEMORANDUM 

SENATE	 .	 .	 0 .................................... From 
SENATE COMMITTEE ...................DIES 

To	

CURRICULUM CHANGES - - FACULTY OF	 RY FEBRUA	 12 1981 
Subject.	 SCIENCE.- ...MATHEMATICS.,.. PHYSICS.....	 ..... . Date .... ........ ... ........ ' ..................................................................... 

Action undertaken by the Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies 
at its meeting of February 10, 1981 gives rise to the following action. 

MOTION:	 That Senate approve and recommend approval 
to the Board of Governors, as set forth 
in S 81-48 , the proposed new courses 
including 

MATH 144-3, Introduction to Pure Mathematics 

MATH 265-4, Engineering Mechanics III 

MATH 362-3, Fluid Mechanics I 

MATH 462-3, Fluid Mechanics II 

PHYS. 346-3, Energy Sources and Energy Conversion 

For Information: 

Subject to approval of the courses by Senate and the Board, the 
Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies has approved waiver of the 
normal two semester time lag requirement to , permit first offering of MATH 144-3, 
MATH 362-3 and PHYS 346-3, in Fall 81-3. 

Attachment 
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• .	 SiMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 5COS /-


MEMORANDUM 

To	 Mr. N.M. Evans, Secretary 

SCUS 

Subject CURRICULUM CHANGES FOR THE 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE

From	 J. F..... Coc.r, .ean 

Faculty ,	 . 

Date......... . 1.9,0202 

The Faculty of Science approved the proposal of five 

new courses for which the appropriate documents are enclosed. 

Could you please place these items on the agenda of the next-

SCUS meeting? 

Thank you.	

9-- - Fd4 
j1::c/mgj	 .F. Cochran 

Enclosures 

New Course Proposal MATH 144-3, Introduction to Pure Mathematics 
New Course Proposal MATH 265-4, Engineering Mechanics III 
New Course Proposal MATH 362-3, Fluid Mechanics I 
New Course Proposal MATH 462-3, Fluid Mechanics II 
New Course Proposal PHYS 346-3, Energy Sources and Energy Conversion 

P. E 

FEB3'31 

REGISTRAR'S OFFI 
MAIL, QScs-
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MEMORANDUM 

To ,,pr.A.G. Sherwood, hairm.n 
Faculty of Science Undergraduate 

-• -
 

_rri.c,q l.u.m 	 .... 

Subject........MATH 144-3, ..trodi,iction ..Pure 
Mathematics

From G.A.C. Graham, Chairman. . . . 
Undergraduate Studies Committee 
Mathematics Department . . 

Date. October 9,. 198.0 

The Department of Mathematics has approved the course 

MATH 144-3, Introduction to Pure Mathematics (3-1-0) 

Our current course MATH 141-2, Introduction to Pure Mathematics (2-1-0) 
is to be dropped upon final adoption of MATH 144-3. 

Originally, Math 141-2 was the first of a sequence of 2-hour courses 
intended to be taken concurrently with the calculus sequence. In that 
context it made sense, but we no longer have the sequence. Students are 
reluctant to enroll in 141-2, since it is now our only 2-hour course. 
They often enroll (or decline to enroll, we may hope) in the misguided 
belief that the 2-hour designation connotes "easier" rather than "less". 
Even if these problems could be overcome, the subject matter of 141-2 
has a certain lack of content which students can recognize as "mathematical". 
The proposed course 144-3 attempts to remedy this defect by including a logically 
sophisticated (by first-year stãndar45) treatment of the system of natural 
numbrs. 

I hope the proposal can be approved by your Committee. 

Y., [( 
Graham 

GACG/dr



Calendar Information 

Abbreviation Code: MATH Course Number: 144

Department:	 Mathematics 

Credit Hours: 3 	 vector: (3- 1 - 0 ) 
.

SENATE COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 

COURSE PROPOSAL FORM 

Title of Course: Introduction to Pure Mathematics 

Calendar Description of Course:	 The fundamental notions of modern Pure 
Mathematics (logic, sets, functions, relations, etc.) are 
presented, and are applied in an investigation of the "counting 
numbers" 1,2,3,... as an abstract axiomatic system. Other 
ariollcations as time permits. 

Nature or course
lecture/tutorial 

Prerequisites (or special instructions): B.C. High School Math 12, or 
MATH 100-3, or permission of the Department. Students with credit 
for MATH 141-2 may not receive credit for MATH 144-3. 

What course (otIrsé), if any, is being op	 on1 the calendar if this course is 
approved: MATH 141-2 

2. Scheduling 

Flow frequently will the course be offered? once/year 

Semester in which the course will first be offered?	 81-3 

Which of your present faculty would be available to make the proposed offering 
possible:	 All faculty 

objectives of the Course To introduce the fundamental notions of modern 
Pure Mathematics to students considering majoring or taking 
honors in Mathematics. 

4. Budgetary and Space Requirements (for information only) 

What additional resources will be required in the following areas: 

Faculty 

Staff 

Library 

Audio Visual	 NO 

Space 

Equipment	 - 

5. Approval 

Date:	 October 6, 1980 	 November 24, 1980 

	

Department Chairman	 Dean U	 Chairman, SCUS 

US •73-34b:- (When completing this form, for instructions see Memorandum SCUS 73-34a. 
Attach course outline).



Proposed syllabus	 MATH 144-3 

INTRODUCTION TO PURE MATHEMATICS 

LOGIC:	 Statements and connectives, tautologies, quantifiers, proofs. 

SETS:	 Subsets, union, intersection, and complement, relations, functions, 
operations. 

NATURAL NUMBERS: Order, induction, Peano's axioms, cardinal numbers. 

INTEGERS: Ordered pairs, well-defjnedness. 

Other topics as time permits.

S PREREQUISITES: B.C. High School Math 12, or MATH 100-3, or permission 
of the Department. 

Students with credit for MATH 141-2 may not receive 
credit for MATH 144-3. 

7/80
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SiMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
MEMORANDUM 

Dr. A.G. Sherwood, Chairman From.. ..D.Ryeburn, Chairman 

Faculty of Science Undergraduate Undergraduate Studies Committee 

Curriculum Committee	 . Mathematics Department 

SubccI MATH 265-4, ENGINEERING MECHPaNICS III Date ......October28,1980 

MATH 362-3,462-3, FLUID MECHANICS I, II 

Yesterday at a departmental meeting the Mathematics Department approved 
the courses 

MATH 265-4 ENGINEERING MECHANICS III (3-2-0) 

MATH 362-3 FLUID MECHANICS I (3-1-0) 

MATH 462-3 FLUID MECHANICS II (3-0-0)

and we now seek their approval at the faculty curriculum committee level. 
These courses will make a valuable addition to our existing applied mathe-
matics option. They will as well be useful within our engineering transfer 
program, and should be appropriate courses for students in the proposed SFU 
engineering program. MATH 265-4 is a new course, while MATH 362-3 and 462-3 
are to replace the existing MATH 469-4 (Fluid Dynamics). 

You will note that these courses, if implemented, will require a total 
of 6 hours per year (on the average) more faculty lecture and tutorial time 
than are required by MATH 469-4 (4-1-0) as it is now offered (once every 
two years). The department will be able, on a temporary basis, to meet all 
its teaching commitments, including these, since additional teaching hours 
are available using the NSERC Fellows we expect to have in our department. 

I am sending copies of the course proposals to the other faculties for 
their inspection in case of course overlap, and to Dr. T.W. Calvert, Director 
of Engineering.

SrdJAA 
D. Ryeburn 

DR/dr 

End. Course proposal forms and syllabi 

cc: Dr. T.W. Calvert, Director of Engineering 
Dr. M.K. Egan, Chairman, Faculty of Education UCC 
Dr. C.T. Griffiths, Chairman, Faculty of Interdisciplinary Studies UCC 
Dr. E.W. Roberts, Chairman, Faculty of Arts UCC 
Mr. N. Heath, Dean of Science Office 
Dr. M. Singh, Chairman, Department of Mathematics 



SENATE COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 

COURSE PROPOSAL FORM 

Die Calendar Information	 Department: MATHEMATICS 

Abbreviation Code:MATH Course Number: _265 	 credit Hours:4	 Vector:	 3-2-0 

Title of Course: ENGINEERINGMECHANICSIII 

Calendar Description of course:	 An A.iit'todacto'ty c.oun6e dealing with jundamentat 

CD cept4 a t'LeAo, t.'tain and coatitutive equationz and appt.c.a2Lon6 to 
to1on, beam bending, and c.o1.umn bwthI.Lvtg. 	 W (The maiaI cove.ked in this 
,e.owo e. £ earmnonJ.g c.alled Stkeng-th o6 Mate'L.Lae.4.) 

Nature of Course 	 Lwte/Twto'iiaJ (Pwbem Se,4i..on) 

Prerequisiteé (or special instructions):. 

MATH 152 7 (p.'teekabJ) OiL MATII455-3. MATH 262-4. 

What course (courses), if any, is being dropped from the calendar if this course is 

approved:	 i4opte. 

2 scheduling 

How frequently will the course be offered? OnCe/yeodt 

Semester in which the course will first be offered? SPRING 82 

Which of your present faculty would-be available to make the proposed offering 

possible:	 P'to4. Pechtane.k, Shen,. Singh and o,thex. 

ObjectivesoftheCourse 

7hL6i.o SFU'4 Lk4t c.otmAe.-n Solid . MeahctrvLc4 andwJ_U be.tithen by i,tudentA 
o cAence and enLneei&Lng. It ãontLtwte.6 a. na-twLaL extension o6 oWL 

• cu,vien-t engLnev2ng t&anex pwgiam. 

4. Budgetary andSpaceRequirements (for. information only) 

What additional resources will be required in the following areas 

Faculty - Overall instructional resources sufficient to allow the offering of MATH 

Staff

 
265,-362, 462, at the frequency indicated, are temporarily being generated by 
hiring one NSERC Fellow inMathematics.. This course will require 1/4 faculty 
member full time teaching load. 

Audio Visual 

Space	 :	 '.• 
Equipment - In future we may need a small amount of equipment for demonstrations 
Library	 -Some additional books may be required. 

	

. Approval	 S 

Date: 	 November 24,1980  

4(cL44. 
Department Chairm	 Dean	 V	 Chairman, SCUS 

JJS 73-34b:- (When completing this form, for instructions see Memorandum SCUS 73-34a. 

Attach course outline). •'	 •



MATHIATICS 265 

(3-2-0)' 

ENGINEERING MECHANICS III 

Course Outline  

Introduction to solving 'ng trieer1 rig probi.em:3 

• Internal forces &,rnornents in beams 

Stress  

Strain and deformation 

Constitutive relations  

Torsion  

'Beam deflections  

Transformation of Stress & Strain 

Yield criteria 

Stability and buckling of columns  

PREREQUISITE MATH 152-3 (preferably) or MATH 155-3 MATH 262-4 

TEXTBOOKS: 1) Introduction toMechanic8 of Solids by Popov . • 
PUB: . Prentice-Hall	 '	 '	 '	 •, ' ' 

• '
	 2) An Introduction to the Mechanics of Solids by Nathan 

NOTES - University of B.C. 	 - 

.FORMAT: ' No tU.toni.aL .L4 chedu2ed 6o4 thZ6 cowtsc. ThJte witt be a weeiLy 
two-hou& pto6tem 4e.4on attendance at which A manda.toty. In 

•	 •addi2A.on, homei''okk £6 u4gnec1 and cowvt6 touwtd' the fnaL 94ade. 

10/80	 '	 •	 '	 '	 '	 '	 '	 '



SENATE COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 

COURSE PROPOSAL FORM 

Calendar Information	 Department: MATHEMATICS 

Abbreviation Code: MATH Course Number: 362 	 Credit Hours: 3 	 Vector:	 3-1-0 

Title of Course:	 FLUID _ MECHANICS I 

Calendar Description of Course: . Quid pn.opeiLtLe4, jç&LLd pke.46wLe., hyd&o.8.ta.t.c4. 
Equ.a..tLort6 o6 motion, BeAnouUi equation, iwta.tLonaf.L and i...vtotatLonc2 vow, 
&mL&vtLty and d..üm.n4onae anatyzi.6 o6 6tuid 6Zow6,. £ain.Lna.x and tuAbutent 

OW4, gow mea.6Wteineit-t.
Nature of Course Lee tu',e/Twton.La2 

Prerequisites (or special instructions) 
MATH 252- 3and MATH 263-4 (oh. .PHYS 211-2). S.tude.nt6 with c.&e.dLt SOiL MATH 469-4 
may not .ec.eLve c!xe4t eon. MATH 362-3. 

What course (courses), if any, is being dropped from the calendar if this course is 

approved: MATH 469-4, F.ud VynamLc.s, L6 being tepf4ee.d by 
MATH 362-3., 462-3, FtwLd Me.c.ho.n.LCA 1, IT. 

2. scheduling 

How frequently will the course be offered? Once! yetvt 

Semester in-which the course will first be offered? FALL 1981 

Which of your present faculty would be available to make the proposed offering 

possible: P/tO 4. Vah, Laitdne/t, PecJt&tne.&, Shen, Sha.krna, Singh and otivaxo. 

3. ObjectivesoftheCourse 

Thi is SFU'4 6L't6-t c.ouMe in FwLd Meciw.n-LCA and wLU be taken by .tade.n.ti o 
c,Lerice and engLneeLng. 	 0 

4. Budgetary and Space. Requirements (for information only) 

What additional resources will be - required in the following areas: 

Overall instructional resources sufficient to allow the offering of MATH Faculty -
265, 362, 462, at the frequency indicated, are temporarily being generated by 

Staff	 hiring one NSERC Fellow in Mathematics.. This course will require 1/8 faculty 
member full time teaching, load in excess of the existing Math 469.. requirements. Library 

Audio Visual NONE,	 .	 . 

Space 

Equipment 

5. Approval 

Date:	 &_4;1;44.1	 November 24,1980  

M L L )Cc2 _____ 
Department Chairman 	 ..''	 Dean	 Chairman, SCUS 

CUS 73-34b:- (When completing this form, for instructions see Memorandum SCUS 73-34a.

	

Attach course outline').	 :	 .



(3-1-0)	 '. 

FLUID MECHANICS I 

1. Fundamental Concepts in Fluid Mechanics 

i) Basic fluid properties 
ii) Classification of the ),ranches of fluid mechanics according to 

fluid properties 
iii) Continuity equation 
iv) Stream lines and stream function, 
V) Equations of motion neglecting viscosity, 

2. Hydrostatics 

1) The hydrostatic stress state  
ii) Hydrostatic forces on submerged surfaces and floating, bodies. 

iii) Stability of sub!serged'and floating bodies 

3. Viscous Fluid: 

1) Equations.of motion for a viscous fluid 
ii) Discussion of the Newonjan Law of friction 
iii) Boundary conditions 
iv) Energy equation 
v) Couette flow, Poiseu1.e flow in a channel 

4. Bernoulli Equation 

1) A simple form of Bernoulli equation  
ii) Bernoulli equation with conservative body forces 
iii) Berhoulli equation for nonsteady flow, and baratropic fluids 

5. Rotational and Irrotationpl Fluid Motion  

1) Rotationality, irrotationality 1 and circulation in 'fluid flows 
ii) The Bjerknes circulation theorem, 

iii) The velocity potential  
iv) Fundamentals of steady, potential f low of an Ideal 'fluid in two dimensions 
v) Fundamentals of rotaona1 flow 

6. Similarity and flime9ston41 Analysts of Fluid Flows 

i) Model studies and the concept of similarity' between fluId flows 
ii) Determination of conditjon3 for similarity between fluid mechanics 

to nondimensionalfors  
iii) Dimensional analysis of fluid flows 

7. Fundamentals of Laminar and Turbuleit Flow 

1) Laminar-flow fundamentals and examples 
ii) Principles of'turbulent flow 
iii) Development of the velocity profile in pipe flow 

8. Fluid Velocity Determin4ion and Flow Measurement  

i) Static pressure, velocity pressure, and stagnation preaeqre 
ii) Determination of the magnitude and direction of , a fluid velocity 

iii) Measurement of flow  

PREREQUISITES: MATH 252-3 4nd MATH 263-4 (or PHYS 211-3).-Students with credit 
for MATH 469-4 may not receive credit for MATH 363-3. 

TEXTBOOK: Engineering Fluid Mechanics by John E. Plapp; PUB: Prentice-Hal]. (1968) 
10/80
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 

COURSE PROPOSAL FORM 

	

•l. Calendar Information	 Department: MATHEMATICS  

Abbreviation Code: MATH Course Number: 462 	 Credit Hours 3 	 vector: 3-0-0. 

Title of Course: FLUID MECHANICS II 

Calendar-Description of Course: 
KLnema.tLc4, NavLex-S.toIze4 e.quaLLOnA 0£ motion, JL6 aQUA 6toW4, dynami..caL 4üni2aLty, 
Reyno&i6 uimbeit, Bounda/ty ZayeA the.o.çj. 

Nature of 'Course Le.tw.e. 
Prerequisites (or special instructions): 

MATH362-3 MATH 314-3:(oir. PHVS ' 384-3) 4hou2d p.te.c.ede ot be 
taken conawu'.e.ntey. StuIe.n.t6 with a..ecU..t £o't MATH 469-4 may not 

What course, (courses), if any, is being dropped from the calendar if this course is 

approved:' MATH 469-4, FewLd VynamLc4, Z6 being /tepLa.ae.d by" 
MATH 362-3, 462-3, F!_wLd Me.c.ha.nLeA I, TI 

2. Scheduling:  

How frequently will the course be offered? Onae. in too yec..t 

Semester in which the course will first be offered? 	 SPRING 83 
Which of your present faculty would be available to make the proposed offering 
possible: P/y o4. VaA, La.kdneA, Pecit&zne)L, Shen, Ska.'una.,' Singh and othe... 

3. 'Objectives of the Course 

Th-L6 it SFU'4 oe.aond c.owse. in F.&.Ld Me.eizaivLc.o and wiU be taken by 4tULde.flt2 
o4c%e.vLae and e.ngLiteeiz.ng . 

4. Budgetary and Space Requirements (for information only) 

What additional resources will be required in the following' areas: 

Faculty - Overall instructional resources sufficient to allow the offering of MATH 
265, 362, 462, at the frequency indicated, are' temporarily being generated by 

Staff , , hiring one NSERC Fellow, in Mathematics. This couse will require 1/8 faculty 
Library , member full time teaching load. 

	

L	 NONE  
Audio Visual	 ' 

0 

Space  

Equipment  

5. Approval  

Date: 	 November 24,- 1980  

L. 

Department  Chairma	 De	 -	 Chairman, SCUS 

,CUS 73-34b:- (When completing this form, for instructions see Memorandum SCUS 73-34a.

	

Attach course outline).	 '	 ' '



MATHEMATICS 4623 

(3-0-0) 

FLUID MECHANICS II 

1. Basic Concepts 

Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of motion of a continuous fluid. 

2. Complex Variable Method for Two Dimensional Problems 

Conformal transformations and developments including .Joukowski's 
transformation. Blasius' theorem. Von-Karman Street of vortices. 
Surface waves. 

3. Other Methods for Non-Viscous Incompressible Flow 

Separation of variables and applications, Method of images and 
applications, Stokes' stram function and applications, the.hàdograph 
method, Numerical methods. 

4. Compressible Flow 

The linearized theory of compressible flow, Thermodynamics and the energy 
equations, Plane and oblique shock waves, the Prantl-Meyer expansion, The 
hodograph characteristics diagram, Hodograph method for compressible flow 
and applications. 

5. Viscous Flow 

The Navier-Stokes equation, Dissipation of energy, Diffusion of vorticity 
in an incompressible viscOus fluid, Noslip condition, Exact solution of 
Navier-Stokes, Reynolds number, Slow motion and Boundary layers. 	 - 

PREREQUISITES: MATH 362-3; MAT}I 314-3 (or PHYS 384-3) should precede 
orbe taken concurrently. Students with credit for 
MATH 469-4 may not receive credit for MATH 462-3.. 

TEXTBOOK:	 FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICS OF FLUIDS 
by I.G. Curie 
PUB: McGraw-Hill (1974) 

10/80



V
	 NEW COURSE PROPOSAL FORM 

•

ear Information	 S Department:	 Physics 

'bbreviation Code: PHYS Course Number: 346 Course Hours: 	 3	 Vector: (3-1-0) 

fitle of Course: Energy Sources and Energy Conversion 

Calendar Description of Course: 

The physical principles and limitations of renewable energy source utilization 
and energy conversion. 

A quantitative introduction to energy conversion and storage systems, including 
solar power and heating; wind, tidal, geothermal, hydroelectric and nuclear power, 
hydrogen technology, electrical and mechanical energy storage. 

Nature of Course: 	 Lecture Course 

Prerequisites (or special instructions): 

PHYS 344-3 (or CHEM 261-3 and MATH 251-3), or permission 

of instructor. 

What course (courses), if any', is being dropped from the calendar if this course is 

approved:
None (a similar course has been taught twice as an upper level 
Physics Special Topicscourse, PHYS.493-3). 

Schcdu I: 

How frequently will the course be offered? 	 Once per year 

Semester in which the course will first be offered? Fall 1981 

9iich of your present faculty would be available to make the proposed offering possible? 

Members of Energy Research Institute 

Jectives Of the Course 

To provide an introduction to energy sources and energy conversion at a 
quantitative level, including the determination of efficiences and 
theoretical and practical limitations of varlousenergy systems. 

Budgetary and Space Requirements.(for information only) 

What additional resources will be required in the following areas: 

S

Faculty 

Staff 

Library - books $1250 

Audio Visual 

Space 

Equipment

New Physics Faculty associated with the Energy 
Research-Institute-will allow this course to be 
offered on a regular basis. 

J2I2!	 )	 S 

Date:  

S.

	

D partment Chairman	 (I	 Dean	 Chairman, SCUS 

SCUS 73-34b:	 (When completing this form, for instructions see Memorandum SCUS 73-34a. 

Attach course outline).	 S	 S	
5.	

5



Energy Sources and Energy Convérsión 

Course Outline 

-	 Brief review of energy forms, Laws of Thermodynamics, Carnot engine 
and efficiency, refrigerator and heat pumps. 

-	 Thermal	 conductivity,	 thermal	 insulation, ' thermal	 energy storage. 

•	 The Stirling engine. 	 Heat pumps and applications. 	 Thermal	 power 

from the sea. 

-	 Solar power:	 Spectral	 distribution of solar power. 	 Solar 
power distribution in Canada. 

-	 Solar heating:	 Black-body radiation, emission and absorption, 
heat transfer, conduction and insulation, physical 
limitations of simple solar heating systems 

-	 Solar electricity:	 Photocells,. spectral	 response,	 interference 
filters.	 The power tower, slar power sattelite. 

-	 Hydroelectricpower: 	 Generation, transmission, efficiency. 

Tidal	 powPr:	 Generation systems and calculations on Canadian sites. 

-	 Geothermal	 energy:	 Heat within the earth, heat transfer systems. 

-	 Windpower:	 Physical	 limitations, maximum efficiency,. Canadian 
systems.	 •. 

-	 Energy storage:	 Static and dynamic mechanical 	 storage, batteries, 
applications to motor vehicle propulsion, electrical 
load levelling. 

-	 Hydrogen technology 

Nuclear fission and fusion: 	 Survey of energetics of reactors and 
electrical power generation. 	 The Candu reactor. 
Fusion and future possibilities 

Course References 

Standard	 physics	 texts,	 eg: •	 Tipler,	 "Physics".	 ..	 .	 . 

Sears and Zemansky, "Heat and Thermodynamics" 

Standard texts on introductory quantum physics, such as Richtmeyer eta 1, 
•	 .	 "Introduction to Modern Physics" 

Plus energy-related books, and various sources of factual 	 information.	 Some 

of these. references at present tend to be a lower level than the course being 

offered.	 The references	 include:	 •	 •	 • 

•J.O. Bockris,	 "Energy - The Solar Hydrogen Alternative" 
A.I.P. Conference Proceedings, "Efficient use of Energy" 

F.	 Daniels,	 "Solar .Energy."	
.
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